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This study investigates, based on documents kept, the charisticariat phenomenon in medieval Moldovia, process by which the Church has sanctioned the existence of personal monasteries, that could be given to secular persons, inherited, divided with the village or mill around which there were, sold or even confiscated in case of treason (representative of this point of view is the case of Trestiana Monastery). The documents issued by the office of Moldovia in the 15th and 16th centuries attests many cases of charisticariat, among the most famous being the Vișnevăț Monastery, given by Alexander the Good, at 1429, to his wife. This phenomenon was first developed in Byzantium, but has ceased to exist because some emperors, under the influence of the Church, have issued laws (novele) in this sense. In Moldovia, the charisticariat appeared in the time of Alexander the Good, peaked during Stephen the Great, and then gradually disappeared from the specific customs of this area, because its practice was an abuse of the right of founding. The last case of charisticariat in Moldovia identified is from 1581, in this year dating a document by which Condrea Bucium, with his wife, becomes the owner of the Răcătău Monastery.
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